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Abstract— Mobile data traffic is increasing astronomically. This
enormous extent was not only caused by the increasing in the
number of mobile devices, but also the growing number of applications running on clouds. Most of these mobile devices have limited
resources for computing, they are relying on cloud computing,
which is inadequate to realize millisecond-scale latency in the 5G
network. To deal with this issue, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
has been introduced to supplement cloud computing by pushing
Computing, Caching, Communication, and Control (4C) to the
edges. However, the proposed MEC server at each base station is
not enough to deal with 4C, when it operates independently, and
without any collaboration with other MEC servers. This results in
increasing the delay and making backhaul to continue suffering
from huge data exchange between end-users and remote clouds. To
address this challenge, we propose collaborative cache allocation
and computation offloading, where the MEC servers collaborate
for executing computation tasks and data caching. We formulate
an optimization problem that aims at maximizing the resource
utilization. The simulation results show that our proposal is easy
to be implemented in production network.
Index Terms—Collaborative Caching, Computation Offloading,
Mobile Edge Computing, 5G network

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile data traffic is continuing to increase rapidly, and this
increase is expected to continue in the coming years [1]. Due
to this increase, the computation and data exchange between
end-user devices and clouds are also increasing astronomically,
where cloud data center traffic will increase from 3.9 ZB in
2015 to 14.1 ZB by 2020 [2].
To deal with both mobile data and cloud data traffic increase,
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been introduced to supplement cloud computing, where MEC servers are deployed
at the Base Stations (BSs) for executing delay sensitive and
context aware applications in close proximity to the end-users
[3]. However, deploying MEC at the base station is not enough
to deal with 4C and reduce significantly data exchange between
end-users and remote clouds, when it operates independently,
i.e., without any collaboration with other MEC servers. Therefore, to address this challenge, we propose collaborative cache
allocation and computation offloading in MEC.
Our key contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
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We propose caching and computational resources allocation in MEC that satisfy multiple service requesters based
on their demands and payments.
• We propose collaboration among MEC servers, where the
MEC servers collaborate for executing computation tasks
and data caching.
• We formulate an optimization problem that aims at maximizing the resource utilization.
As related work, in [4], the authors highlighted that caching
spaces at edge nodes are usually small, which potentially results
in low hit ratio. To overcome this issue, the authors highlighted
the need of having inter-eNBs cooperative caching that allows
low latency content delivery. In [5], the authors proposed a
collaborative joint caching and processing strategy for ondemand video streaming in MEC networks. They formulate the
collaborative joint caching and processing problem as an Integer
Linear Program (ILP) that minimizes the backhaul network cost.
In [6], the authors proposed a novel Cooperative Hierarchical
Caching (CHC) framework for Cloud Radio Access Network
(C-RAN), where the contents are jointly cached at the Base
Band Unit (BBU) and at the Radio Remote Heads (RRHs) in
order to improve cache hit ratio, decrease content access latency,
and reduce backhaul traffic load.
The difference between our proposal with the above related
works is that the caching and computation resources at MEC
server are allocated to multiple service requesters based on their
demands and payments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section II
discusses in details our system model. Section III presents our
collaborative cache allocation and computation offloading in
MEC, while Section IV presents our performance evaluation.
We conclude the paper and give future directions in Section V.
•

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
MEC network: In our system model depicted in Fig. 1, we
consider MEC network of M MEC servers, where M is the set
of MEC servers. MEC servers are connected via backhaul links.
Each MEC server i ∈ M has both caching and computational
resources that are divisible.
Service Requesters: We consider K as a set of service
requesters, where each service requester k ∈ K is connected to
its nearest BS referred as home BS based on its signal strength.
Furthermore, each MEC server i ∈ M has resources which can
be shared to multiple service requesters based on their demands
as bids and payments, where zki is the computation request,
while dki is caching request from service requester k ∈ K.
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server i ∈ M. xki indicates whether or not the computation
resources is available at MEC server i ∈ M. yik / xki = 1 when
the requested resources are available at MEC server i ∈ M,
and 0 otherwise. Let us denote yjk as a decision variable, which
indicates whether cache space is available at any MEC server
j ∈ M or not. Decision variable xkj indicates whether or not
the computation resources is available at any other MEC server
j ∈ M in collaboration space. MEC server j ∈ M and MEC
server i ∈ M belongs to the same collaboration space. In case
there are no available resources in neighboring MEC servers.
MEC server i ∈ M forwards request to the remote cloud (data
center) through the use of the backhaul.

Data center
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MEC Server
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MEC Server
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In this section, we discuss in details our collaborative cache
allocation and computation offloading in MEC, where each
service requester k ∈ K receives resources based on its demand
and payment.

Service Requester
Consumer

Consumer

Figure 1: System model

A. Resources Allocation

In Fig. 1, we give two scenarios as examples from different
domains that are good candidates for being executed at MEC
servers: (i) drones can be used in professional sport activities
to capture the sport game actions [7] and send live stream
videos to its nearest MEC server i ∈ M, in which MEC
server performs live stream caching and processing. This heps
the MEC server to satisfy consumers demands for variable
bitrates, based on network condition and device capabilities.
(ii) In medical imaging, instead of sending computation task to
the remote cloud [8], medical imaging tasks can be sent to its
nearest MEC server i ∈ M for being processed, and then MC
server returns result to the service requester k ∈ K.
Collaboration Space: We group all MEC servers under resources sharing at F hop count distance into a collaboration
space. The network administrator can configure the value of
F , i.e., the number of hops that MEC server i ∈ M needs to
exchange resources with other MEC server(s). Furthermore, we
consider that each MEC server i ∈ M has Resources Allocation
Table (RAT) for recording available resources of other MEC
server(s) located in the same collaboration space, where MEC
servers exchange RAT updates on regular interval of time ∆t.
We consider that the MEC servers in collaboration space
belong to the same Mobile Network Operator (MNO), in which
the MNO implements total cache storage C at the cost of Q(C)
and computation resources P at the cost Q(P ). Therefore,
M the
total cache storage pool for MNO is expressed as C = i=1 Ci ,
while the computation pool for MNO is expressed as P =

M
i=1 Pi . Furthermore, the total cost for both computation and
caching implementation can be described as follows:
Q(C, P ) = Q(C) + Q(P ).

AND

(1)

Once caching and computation resources are implemented,
the MNO makes resources available to K service requesters,
where K ≥ 2. Let us consider yik as a decision variable, which
indicates whether or not the cache space is available at MEC

Each resource implemented at each MEC server i ∈ M
is divisible, and can be used by multiple service requesters.
Furthermore, in our analysis, unless otherwise stated, we will
refer to MEC server i ∈ M and MEC server j ∈ M
interchangeably, where the resource demands which are satisfied
at server i ∈ M can be satisfied by any other MEC server
j ∈ M.
For getting resources, each service requester k ∈ K is asked
to submit bid bik as demand, then MNO maps bid into the
resource allocation and a payment for each service requester k ∈
K has to pay. Furthermore, for helping the service requesters to
prepare their bids, MNO announces the available resources at
each MEC server i ∈ M to service requesters, and the sum of
the bids/demands placed on each MEC server i ∈ M. However,
the MNO does not reveal the bid of one service requester to
another.
To allocate resources to multiple service requesters, let us
denote rki as resource allocation, where rki (cki , pki ) represents
the resources (cki for caching and pki for computing) allocated
to service requester k at MEC server i ∈ M. Let us consider
that each service requester k submits nonnegative demand as a
bid bki (dki , zki ) to its home BS (MEC server i ∈ M), where
bik ≥ 0. We denote dki as bid for data caching, and zki as
bid for computation offloading submitted by service requester
k ∈ K at MEC server i ∈ M. The total bidssubmitted at each
MEC server i ∈ M for caching becomes
k:i∈M dki , while

the total bids for computing becomes k:i∈M zki . The MNO
allocates resources based on weighted proportional allocation
[9], where each service requester k ∈ K receives the fraction
of resources at MEC server i ∈ M as follows:
dki
,
(2)
cki = Ci 
k:i∈M dki
pki = Pi 

zki

k:i∈M zki

,

(3)

where Ci is the cache space available at MEC server i ∈ M,
while Pi available computation resource at MEC server i ∈ M.
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For
k:i∈M dki = 0, the cache space at each MEC server
i ∈ M is free of content,
i.e., it does not allocated to any service

requester, while k:i∈M zki = 0 means that MEC server i ∈
M does not have any task to compute.
We consider that the MNO does not have infinite resources.
MNO has cache space Ci constraint, and computation resource
Pi constraint at 
each MEC server i ∈ M, where the total
cache
allocation
k:i∈M cki and total computation allocation

p
at
MEC
server i ∈ M must be less than or equal
ik
k:i∈M
the total cache space Ci and computation resource Pi .

yik cki ≤ Ci ,
(4)

MEC server i ∈ M, where θki = |F1 | is the weight that needs to
be applied to the payment qki that each service requester k ∈ K
has to pay to MNO for the resources allocated to him at MEC
server i ∈ M. The qki is defined as follows:
qki (dki , zki ) = θki cki dki + θki pki zki .

The payoff of each service requester k ∈ K is expressed as
follows:
Rk = Uk (cki , pki ) − qki (dki , zki ),
(8)
while the payoff of MNO is equal to:

k:i∈M



k:i∈M

xki pki ≤ Pi .

Uk (cki , pki ) =< wki cki , vki pki >,

S(dki , zki ) =

(5)

Each service requester k ∈ K is associated with utility
function Uk (cki , pki ) of the fraction of the resources rki receives
from MEC server i ∈ M. Each service requester k ∈ K
gives weight its resources, where we denote wk (wki , vki ) as a
vector of the weights. The utility function now becomes linear
function:

K


k=1

qki (dki , zki ) ≤ Qi (Ci , Pi ),

(9)

where Qi (Ci , Pi ) is the implementation cost of total cache space
Ci and computation resource Pi at MEC server i ∈ M.
We consider each service requester k ∈ K has a budget
constraint Bk , where its bid bki must be less than or equal
to its budget Bi . From this perspective, each service requester
k ∈ K chooses to offload his task to MEC server though solving
the following optimization problem:

(6)

max

yik ,xk
i

where 0 ≤ wki ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ vki ≤ 1 are the private preferences
of each service requester k ∈ K for computation and cache
resources assigned to him at MEC server i ∈ M.

s.t.

yik xki Uk (cki , pki )


k:i∈M



B. Pricing Framework
From the resource rki allocated to service requester k ∈ K
at MEC server i ∈ M in the above subsection III-A, each
service requester k ∈ K needs to contribute to Q(C, P ) through
payment, where the resource allocation function is known by
service requesters in advance before submitting their bids.
We consider weighted payment, in which the MNO assigns
the weight θki to each payment needs to be paid by service
requester k ∈ K based on MEC server i ∈ M location. MNO
gives discount to each service requester k ∈ K for the resources
allocated to him at MEC server j ∈ M, which is different than
its nearest MEC server i ∈ M attached to its home BS. Thus,
the delay from MEC server i ∈ M to the service requester
k ∈ K is less than the delay from MEC server j ∈ M to the
service requester k ∈ K. In order to adopt this discount in our
proposal, a robust pricing framework is needed that consider
the MEC server location.
We consider qki as the payment that the service requester
k ∈ K has to pay to its MNO for the resource(s) allocated to
him at MEC server i ∈ M. We consider that the resources
of one MEC server i ∈ M are not enough to cover all the
resource demands. Each MEC server i ∈ M collaborates with
its neighboring MEC servers at F hop count distance.
Based on the distance between service requesters and MEC
servers, the resources have different values from both MNO and
service requesters. Each service requester k ∈ K gives wk to
each MEC server, and it is willing to get more resources at its
nearest MEC server i ∈ M, so that end-to-end delay can be
reduced. On the other side, we consider that the MNO sets also
the weight θki based distance between service requesters and

(7)

(10)

yik cki ≤ Ci , ∀i ∈ M, k ∈ K

(11)

xki pki ≤ Pi , ∀i ∈ M, k ∈ K

(12)

k:i∈M
yik xki bki ≤ Bk , ∀i ∈ M, j ∈ K
yik , xki ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ M, j ∈ K.

(13)
(14)

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for cache allocation and computation
offloading in MEC
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Input: Ci , Cj , Pi , Pj , ∀i, j ∈ M,
Initialize: cki = 0, pki = 0, ckj = 0, pkj = 0, ∀i, j ∈
M, k ∈ K
for each request for < dki , zki > arriving at MEC server
i ∈ M do
Allocate < cki , pki > at MEC server i ∈ M
Send
 RAT update

if k:i∈M yik cki = Ci and k:i∈M xki pki = Pi then
Check
 RAT

if j:k∈K yjk ckj ≤ Cj and j:k∈K xkj pkj ≤ Pj then
Forward request to MEC server j ∈ M
else
Forward request to remote cloud
end if
end if
end for
for each request for < dkj , zkj > arriving at MEC server
j ∈ M do
Allocate < ckj , pkj > at MEC server j ∈ M
Send RAT update
end for

proportional allocation). Therefore, for making our presentation
of the results easy to visualize, we present the results of 3 MEC
servers.
Fig. 2 shows weighted proportional cache allocation in term
GB. The cache storages are allocated proportional based on
demands and payments, where the bidder k ∈ K who demands
and pays more, gets more resources. This results in making
demands and resource allocation graphs to follow the same
slopes.
Fig. 3 presents weighted proportional allocation for computation offloading in terms of MIPS. The computation resources are
allocated proportional based on demand and payment, subject
to the processing capacity constraint.

Figure 2: Weighted proportional cache allocation

V. C ONCLUSION

Figure 3: Weighted proportional allocation for computation
offloading
The problem (10) is NP-hard, where its NP-hardness can be
approved by an easy reduction in formulated conjunctive normal
form [10]. In order to reduce the computational complexity of
our Integer Linear Programing (ILP) problem (10), we propose
an algorithm 1 for coupled computation and data caching in
MEC.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of
our proposal. During the evaluation, we use numerical analysis,
where Julia language [11] is used.
A. Experimental Setup
In our experimental setup, we consider the number of servers
to be M = 10, while the number of bidders/ service requesters
are from K = 10 to K = 100. In subsequent analysis, unless
otherwise stated, we will refer to service requesters and bidders
interchangeably. The arrival rate at each MEC server is from 10
to 100. Furthermore, in each demand, dk is generated randomly
and uniformly distributed from $2 to $7 per 1GB, while zk is
generated randomly and uniformly distributed from 2$ to 10$
per 1 Million of Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The cache
storages of MNO are randomly and uniformly distributed from
1000 to 10000 GB, while computation capacities are randomly
and uniformly distributed in the range from 100 to 1000 MIPS
per each MEC server.
B. Simulation Results
In our simulation results, we use 10 MEC servers. All MEC
servers use the same resource allocation technique (weighted

AND

F UTURE

DIRECTIONS

In the MEC, the proposed MEC server in the literatures
at each base station is not enough to deal with 4C, and
reduce significantly data exchange between end-users and remote clouds, when it operates independently, and without any
collaboration with other MEC servers. Therefore, to address
this challenge, in this paper, we proposed collaborative cache
allocation and computation offloading, where the MEC servers
collaborate for executing computation tasks and data caching. In
our proposal, caching and computational resources are allocated
to many service requesters based on their demands and payment,
where MNO allocates resources based on weighted proportional
allocation. We formulate an optimization problem that aims at
maximizing the resource utilization. In the future, we aim to
extend our proposal with more simulations and analysis.
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